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The entorhinal cortex is a brain area important for memory 
and among the first areas to degrade in Alzheimer’s disease.1 
The entorhinal cortex is the primary input and output to the 
hippocampus, and these two brain areas are collectively referred 
to here as the hippocampal formation (HF). The HF is critical 
for forming new memories of life events in humans.2

In a somewhat separate line of research in rodents, entorhi-
nal neurons show spatial representations by firing action poten-
tials when the animal is in a certain location.3,4 A well-studied 
type of entorhinal spatial activity is that shown by grid cells, 
which fire at periodic locations across space so that the firing 
fields resemble a grid.5 Grid cells and other spatial cells in the 
HF fire selectively for particular locations relative to visible 
environmental features.4-7 In other words, these spatial repre-
sentations are anchored to visible environmental features that 
constitute a spatial reference frame. In the primates, HF neu-
rons exhibit spatial activity by firing selectively for where a 
monkey is looking.8 Recently, our laboratory discovered that 
entorhinal neurons fired in a grid-like spatial pattern when a 
monkey looked at certain screen locations while freely viewing 
complex images.9 These firing fields for gaze position were sta-
ble across a recording session in which the monkey explored 
different images. However, because images were always pre-
sented in the same location on the screen, the spatial reference 
frame of these representations was unknown. Were spatial rep-
resentations locked to conspicuous environmental features, 
such as the bounds of the image display, or instead relative to 
the monkey’s head position?

To determine the spatial reference frame for monkey 
entorhinal neurons, we recorded the action potentials of single 

neurons while monkeys freely viewed large (30° wide), complex 
images presented in different, but overlapping, locations on a 
screen. Specifically, on a given trial, an image appeared so that 
the image center was either 2° left of the screen center or 2° 
right of the screen center. The monkey’s head was stationary 
and centered in front of the screen. Each image was freely 
viewed for no more than 5 seconds, with up to 240 image pres-
entations in a session. Between image presentations, the mon-
key received a fruit slurry reward for correctly performing 
several guided saccades. This arrangement allowed us to deter-
mine whether entorhinal neurons represent gaze position rela-
tive to the bounds of the image display.

Results yielded several discoveries. First, we discovered that 
neurons with stable representation of gaze position across trials 
did not all have the same reference frame. Half the neurons 
represented gaze position relative to the image display bounds, 
meaning that the neurons were sensitive to visual structure and 
reflected self-position relative to visible environmental features. 
In contrast, the other half of neurons did not shift their spatial 
representation along with the image display, meaning that they 
represented gaze position in a different spatial reference frame 
that was stationary throughout the experiment. These latter 
neurons might have been representing gaze position relative to 
the skull, screen, or even the room itself. Also, neurons with 
different reference frames were routinely recorded at the same 
time and in the same anatomical area, demonstrating that mul-
tiple spatial reference frames are represented simultaneously 
and intermixed within the entorhinal cortex.

Another major discovery in these data was that most of the 
recorded neurons represent gaze position. These neural 
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representations of gaze position were reliable and specific 
enough so that we could use the neural activity to accurately 
decode where the monkey was looking.

Finally, results showed that the overwhelming majority of 
neurons representing gaze position do not show the grid-like 
spatial activity our laboratory originally observed.9 Instead, 
most neurons show irregular spatial representations without 
any obvious spatial periodicity.

Underappreciated Perspectives of the Hippocampal 
Memory System
Our results could be described in a way that corresponds to the 
customary research framework for HF spatial activity in 
rodents. For example, we could concentrate our discussion on 
the neurons that showed grid-like spatial activity and describe 
neurons with image-aligned activity as exhibiting the “allocen-
tric” reference frame for which HF is known. However, our 
results and others in this brain region could be described with 
a different focus that emphasizes important, yet often-over-
looked perspectives on what HF neural activity is, what causes 
it, and how it is used. Here, I describe our results from three 
underappreciated perspectives.

1. Visual input is a primary cause of spatial activity 
in the hippocampal memory system.

Our finding that most entorhinal neurons represent gaze posi-
tion emphasizes that visuospatial signals are prominent within 
the hippocampal memory system. This is also true in rodents, 
even though their vision seems rudimentary next to primates. 
For example, a hippocampal place cell fires selectively for a 
rodent’s position relative to visual environmental features and 
will show a drastically changed response if visual features of the 
environment are changed.6 This dependence on visual features 
means that a rodent place cell may be selectively firing for a 
particular visual input just like a hippocampal spatial view cell 
in a primate.10 Notably, in both primates and rodents, HF spa-
tial selectivity that can persist in darkness is diminished and 
drifts.11-13 The profound potency of visual cues to HF neurons 
is also implicitly acknowledged by standard methodology 
which exploits it, because visual cue manipulation is the default 
manipulation in experiments studying HF spatial activity. Also, 
although other, nonvisual forms of selectivity have been discov-
ered in rodent HF cells (eg, odor12,14), evidence demonstrates 
that visual cues are what which dominate HF response selec-
tivity.15 Unlike nonvisual changes in the environment, visual 
change has been shown to affect the spatial activity of the 
entire network of simultaneously recorded cells.16 Therefore 
while there is no doubt that nonvisual information can influ-
ence HF activity, visual information so far appears to be the 
most powerful determinant of HF spatial representations.

However, many researchers who study the HF, or who study 
visual processing, do not regard the HF as a structure represent-
ing the visual world. This is because traditional visual areas are 

considered largely to be those with clear retinotopy (eg, neigh-
boring neurons respond to neighboring parts of the visual world). 
It is also because basic visual ability does not seem to be affected 
in patients who have HF damage. Another barrier to recogniz-
ing the HF as directly driven by visual cues arises from the fact 
that much research is conducted in rodents, where monitoring 
eye position is technically challenging.17,18 So even though visual 
information matters immensely to HF spatial responses in 
rodents, it is difficult to match visually sensitive HF cell responses 
to exact visual input. If eye position were monitored, perhaps the 
spatial responses of some rodent HF neurons would prove to 
largely be responses selective for a particular visual input, as sug-
gested by our finding of monkey entorhinal neurons selective for 
particular gaze position relative to a visual structure.

In sum, our results highlight a common finding that is not 
commonly expressed explicitly: visual input strongly drives 
neural activity in the hippocampal memory system.

2. Irregular spatial representations, not just grid or 
border representations, exist.

Although we initially designed our experiment to examine the 
spatial reference frame of entorhinal neurons exhibiting grid or 
border spatial activity, our results revealed that most (90%) of 
spatial activity is neither grid nor border activity. Our results 
forced us to recognize that most entorhinal neurons exhibit 
stable spatial activity that is less aesthetically appealing and 
appears to have an irregular spatial layout. Our initial lack of 
investigative focus on this type of irregular spatial activity is not 
surprising, given that existing literature almost entirely ignores 
such spatial cells. Investigations of entorhinal neurons with 
spatial representations usually report exclusively on what hap-
pens to grid or border representations after an experimental 
manipulation. Only recently have some researchers drawn 
attention to this issue, establishing that spatial activity other 
than grid or border activity is the prevalent type of spatial 
activity within the rodent entorhinal cortex in the layers which 
output to the hippocampus.19,20 In addition, irregular spatial 
representations provide useful information,21 as demonstrated 
by our finding that neural activity of the cell population can be 
used to decode where the monkey is looking. Accumulating 
evidence from ours and other laboratories demonstrates the 
existence and potential relevance of neurons exhibiting irregu-
lar spatial representations. Hopefully, this encourages future 
studies to include data from these ubiquitous, yet overlooked, 
neurons within the HF.

3. Memory has a behavioral function, so the HF 
interacts with sensory and motor systems.

A basic question looming over our findings and over similar 
research is, “What does this spatial activity have to do with 
memory?” This question inevitably arises because this spatial 
activity is observed within brain areas important for memory. 
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In humans, damage to the HF results in profound memory 
deficit.2 Yet, memory is not often mentioned when speculating 
how spatial activity in the HF guides behavior. Instead, spatial 
activity in the HF is frequently discussed as reflecting ongoing 
“navigation.” Also, even though HF spatial activity is consid-
ered to underlie ongoing navigation, it is also viewed as “high-
level” activity detached from “low-level” sensory or motor 
spatial activity. However, our finding that a large portion of 
entorhinal neurons are sensitive to gaze position, and visual 
structure in an eye-centered reference frame, could be inter-
preted as showing that HF responses resemble motor and sen-
sory responses. Importantly, this resemblance does not preclude 
HF from having a role in memory or navigation but rather 
elucidates how it could do both. Spatial activity in the same 
reference frame as sensory and motor neurons could affect 
those neurons to alter their spatial representations with spatial 
memory, consequently guiding immediate movement with 
memory.

A few hundred milliseconds after an image appears, eye 
movements begin to reflect memory of whether the image has 
been seen before, and this mnemonic, navigatory behavior 
depends on the integrity of the HF (see Meister and Buffalo22 
for review). The neural mechanism by which recognition 
memory guides this or any other movement is unknown, but 
our findings suggest that entorhinal neurons could support 
memory-guided looking behavior by encoding gaze position 
relative to recognized environmental structure. For example, 
the image-aligned activity we observed may enable the mon-
key to make a large saccade to the other side of the display 
using visual structure memory that there is an image region to 
inspect at the locus of saccade completion. Because primate 
foveal vision only allows us to perceive visual detail within the 
small area where we are currently fixating23 (Figure 1), we 
need to move our gaze intelligently to the most important 

parts of the environment using visual memory. In other words, 
visual perception outside the center gaze is severely dimin-
ished, so our intelligent eye movements to relevant parts of 
the world are guided by memory of visual layout. Consistent 
with this idea, patients who have HF damage are particularly 
impaired at remembering spatial layout of a scene compared 
with other scene aspects, even immediately after viewing it.24 
Our observation of entorhinal neurons coding gaze position 
relative to major visual structure may be a neural signature of 
visual memory—driven by current visual input—that under-
lies memory-guided looking behavior.

Conclusions
Our findings in entorhinal cortex can be interpreted as pro-
moting some underappreciated views of the hippocampal 
memory system, namely that it is flooded with visual inputs 
and usually signals spatial information in what appears to be 
irregular spatial form. Crucially, its activity drives motor out-
put, which enables memory-guided behavior. Future studies 
aiming to expose the neural basis of memory could benefit 
from these perspectives by widening the scope of data to 
include irregular spatial cells, as well as a record of visual input 
that may drive cellular activity. Ultimately, probing the imme-
diate, causal relationship between HF activity and motor out-
put will yield needed insight as to how the hippocampal 
memory system normally functions.
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